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Exactly solvable toy model of autocatalysis: Irreversible relaxation after a quantum quench
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A resolvable quantum many-body Hamiltonian is introduced that mimics the behavior of the autocatalytic
chemical reaction A + B � 2B involving two different molecular species, A and B. The model also describes
two nonlinearly coupled modes of an optical cavity. Consistent with the current understanding of the relaxation
dynamics of integrable systems in isolation, the wave function following a quantum quench exhibits irreversibil-
ity with retention of the memory about its initial conditions. Salient features of the model include a marked
similarity with conventional quantum decay and a total B-to-A conversion, with associated classical-like behavior
of the wave function, when the initial state does not contain A-type molecules.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Autocatalysis refers to chemical reactions in which a com-
pound serves as the catalyzer of its own formation. Such
reactions are found in a wide range of phenomena and prob-
lems of interest to many disciplines, from chemistry and
biology to materials synthesis and environmental science
[1,2]. Notable examples include asexual reproduction [3],
drug transport [4], prion replication [5], prebiotic chemistry
[6], and molecular self-assembly [7], among many others.
For the most part, theoretical models of autocatalysis are of
a classical nature. They usually involve a set of nonlinear
deterministic or stochastic rate equations [8] whose solutions,
leading to, e. g., chemical oscillations, spontaneous pattern
formation, or chaos [9], cover a broad collection of complex
dynamical behavior. Here, an exactly solvable quantum toy
model of autocatalysis is described, which is also an idealized
model of two-mode nonlinear coupling in cavity quantum
electrodynamics (QED) [10], Bose-Einstein condensates in-
volving multiple species [11], and resonant vibrational energy
transfer in molecules [12,13]. Its dynamics in the absence of
a reservoir, and after a quantum quench, exhibits nonthermal
irreversible behavior and other features that are not present in
classical approaches. Our model adds to the relatively small
group of many-body integrable problems, the physical rel-
evance of which has increased significantly in recent years
because of remarkable advances in ultracold gas experiments
and the understanding of quantum thermalization [14].

II. HAMILTONIAN, EIGENSTATES AND EIGENVALUES

The simplest autocatalytic reaction is the process [15]

A + B →← 2B, (1)
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involving two molecular species, A and B, which converts a
molecule of type A into one of type B (or vice versa), with
a second B molecule acting as the catalyst. To model it, we
assume the molecules to be bosonic particles, which interact
with each other according to the Hamiltonian [16]

Ĥ = −�

N
(b†a†bb + b†b†ab). (2)

Here, a and a† (b and b†) are, respectively, the annihila-
tion and the creation operator for the A (B) bosons, N is the
total number of particles, and � > 0. We note that related
Hamiltonians have been considered to model two-species
Bose-Einstein condensates and two modes of the electromag-
netic field interacting in a Kerr-media cavity [17–19].

Let |nA, nB〉 be the state containing exactly nA and
nB molecules of type A and B. Given that the Hamilto-
nian commutes with the total number of particles and that
|nA = N, nB = 0〉 is an eigenstate, of zero energy, the remain-
ing eigenstates are of the form |�E 〉 = e−iEt |�E 〉 with

|�E 〉 =
N∑

j=1

�E
j |N − j, j〉, (3)

where �E
j are expansion coefficients, E is the energy, and t is

the time (h̄ = 1). Note that for � = 0 there is a zero-energy,
N-fold degenerate state and, thus, that the dimension of the
Hilbert space is exactly equal to the total number of particles.
From the Schrödinger equation, we have

�E
j+1

√
(N − j)( j + 1) j2 + �E

j−1

√
(N − j + 1) j( j − 1)2

= −EN

�
�E

j . (4)

It is well known that a large number of methods exist
for the computation of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
a real tridiagonal matrix to arbitrary precision, and that they
typically need on the order of N2 operations for a N × N
size matrix [20]. Hence, our model is exactly solvable in
that it is computable with arbitrary precision and polynomial
cost with respect to system size. Also note that, according to
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Eq. (4), our model is equivalent to that of a single particle on
a one-dimensional lattice with nearest neighbor hopping and
a site-dependent hopping rate.

In the limit N− j, j � 1, Eq. (4) simplifies to

�E
j+1 + �E

j−1 ≈ − EN

�
√

(N − j) j3
�E

j . (5)

It follows that the limiting spectrum is symmetric with
respect to E= 0 in that if {�Ẽ

j } is the set associated with

a particular eigenvalue Ẽ , then the set {(−1) j+1�Ẽ
j } is also

a solution, with eigenvalue −Ẽ . For N � 1, and provided
E � 0, calculations show that one can treat the discrete set of
coefficients in Eq. (3) as a continuous-variable function �E (c)
so that Eq. (5) becomes [21][

− 1

2N

d2

dc2
+ UE (c)

]
�E = 0, (6)

where c = j/N is the concentration of B molecules and

UE (c) = −N

[
1 + E

2N�
√

(1 − c)c3

]
. (7)

This expression is identical to the Schrödinger equation of
a particle of mass N and zero energy moving in a gravitational-
like potential [16]. For E � 0, UE (c) has a minimum at cm =
3
4 . Setting UE (cm ) = 0, we obtain the ground-state energy
EGS = −3

√
3�N/8. Hence, the energy spectrum is confined

to the range

−3
√

3

8
�N < E <

3
√

3

8
�N. (8)

Since the potential in the vicinity of cm is that of a harmonic
oscillator, we expect the spectrum near the boundaries to
exhibit a ladder of equally spaced levels. A simple calculation
gives the (adimensional) oscillator frequency � = √

32/3. To
find the level spacing, we write E = EGS + δ in Eq. (6) and,
after expanding UE , we obtain δ = 3�(n + 1/2)/

√
2, with

integer n. The procedure also gives the ground-state wave
function

|�GS〉 =
(

�N

π

)1/4

e−iEGSt e−�N (c−cm )2/2, (9)

which is highly localized in concentration space, as are all
the oscillator-related eigenstates at the top and bottom of the
spectrum.

Unlike states near the spectral boundaries, numerical re-
sults show that a generic wave function extends throughout a
wide range of concentrations and, moreover, that the eigenen-
ergies in the vicinity of E = 0 are given by ≈ ±�

√
8p3/3N

where p is a positive integer. These results can be derived
from Eq. (6) using the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB)
approximation, a suitable approach for N � 1 when our fic-
titious particle is very massive. Writing �E (c) = ei fE (c), we
get dfE/dc ≈

√
−2NUE . For a given E < 0, the allowed con-

centration range is defined by the classical turning points,
c1 and c2, at which UE = 0, whereas approximate values of
the eigenenergies can be obtained from the Bohr-Sommerfeld
condition fE (c2) − fE (c1) = kπ , with k = N/2−p [16]. Con-
sistent with Eq. (8), UE becomes positive everywhere and,
thus, there are no solutions for E < −3

√
3�N/8.

III. POST-QUENCH DYNAMICS

If our system of particles is in contact with an appropriate
bath, general principles of statistical mechanics indicate that,
regardless of the initial conditions, it will evolve into a state
of thermal equilibrium involving the lowest-lying states local-
ized at c = cm. This means that the equilibrium constant for
the chemical reaction of Eq. (1) is

K = [A]

[B]
= 1 − cm

cm
= 1

3
, (10)

where the brackets denote the average concentration. In the
following, we assume our system to be completely isolated
from the environment and focus on its coherent dynamics,
with time evolution dictated by the Schrödinger equation.
Since an arbitrary initial state can be written as

N∑
j=0

Cj |N − j, j〉, (11)

without loss of generality, we can confine our analysis to
studying the dynamics of initial states with a fixed number
of A and B molecules, that is, |N − j0, j0〉, for which the
expectation value of the energy is exactly zero. Seeing that
such states are stationary solutions for � = 0, this process
represents a quantum quench [22,23] involving the abrupt
turn-on of the coupling constant �.

For t > 0, the wave function of our system after the quench
is

|�〉 =
∑

E

|�E 〉〈�E |N − j0, j0〉e−iEt =
∑

E

�̃E
j0
|�E 〉e−iEt

(12)
(the tilde denotes the complex conjugate). Therefore, the
time-dependent concentration of B molecules is 〈c( j0, t )〉 =∑

j jP( j, j0, t )/N where

P( j, j0, t ) =
∣∣∣∣∣
∑

E

�̃E
j0�

E
j e−iEt

∣∣∣∣∣
2

(13)

is the probability of finding the system in the state |N− j, j〉 at
time t . For large N, numerical studies using the eigenstates
and eigenvalues from Eq. (4) reveal that 〈c( j0, t )〉 reaches
a steady state that depends on the initial-state concentration
c0 = j0/N in times on the order of �−1. In Fig. 1, we plot
the final average concentration, that is, limt→∞〈c( j0, t )〉, as
a function of c0. Interestingly, it peaks at c = cm, as does
the ground-state wave function. The steady-state values do
not depend much on the total number of particles except for
c0 ≈ 1 where it behaves ∝N−α , as shown in the inset for
c0 = 1. Hence, we expect there to be a complete conversion
from B- into A-type molecules for N → ∞.

Results from numerical solving Eq. (4) for c0 = 1 are il-
lustrated in Fig. 2. The time behavior of the wave function
is reminiscent of that of a quasiclassical particle, with the
concentration playing the role of position. With increasing
time, the wave function first broadens before narrowing down
until it reaches a minimum value beyond which the state
spreads throughout the whole range of concentration. The
time dependence shown in the inset exhibits a striking resem-
blance to quantum decay in that, after a short time and up
to the minimum at t ≈ 3.6, the average concentration decays
exponentially. The corresponding results for c0 = 0.75 are
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FIG. 1. Dependence of the steady-state average concentration of
B particles on the initial-state concentration c0 = j0/N , for � = 1
and various values of N. The curve is the theoretical expression,
Eq. (15), for N= 180 and the arrow labels c = cm. The inset shows a
log-log plot of the dependence on N for c0 = 1. The line through the
points is ∝ N−α with α ≈ 0.157.

shown in Fig. 3. As the initial peak splits into two peaks that
move in opposite directions, they bring to mind the behavior
of a quantum wave packet of zero momentum. Except for
c0 = 0 and c0 = 1, similar splittings are observed for all initial
concentrations.

The numerical result that the average concentration ap-
proaches constant values for large N and t � 1/� is a strong
indication of the quantum irreversibility of our model. Closed
macroscopic quantum systems are generally believed to either
keep information about their initial conditions, as is the case
of systems that exhibit many-body localization [24,25], or to
thermalize according to a conventional [20] or, for integrable
problems, generalized Gibbs distribution [26–28]. Our auto-
catalytic model, exhibiting both relaxation and memory of the
initial conditions, belongs to the latter group.

The source of irreversible behavior in our system is the
cancellation of off-diagonal terms in the expression for the
probability so that

P( j, j0,∞) = lim
t→∞

∑
E ,E ′

�̃E
j0�

E ′
j0 �

E
j �̃

E ′
j e−i(E−E ′ )t

=
∑

E

∣∣�E
j0�

E
j

∣∣2
, (14)

and, therefore,

〈c( j0,∞)〉 =
∑
E , j

j
∣∣�E

j0�
E
j

∣∣2
/N. (15)

Using that �E
j = (−1) j+1�−E

j , the WKB approximation,
and the method of steepest descent, the cancellation follows

FIG. 2. Time evolution of the probability of finding the system
at a given concentration of B particles. From right to left, t = 0.2
(red), 0.85, 1.5, 2.15, 2.8, and 3.45 (black); note the equal time
intervals. The initial state is |0, N〉. The time dependence of the
average concentration, 〈c(t )〉, is shown in the inset. Data for � = 1
and N= 180. After reaching the minimum value, the wave function
develops a high-concentration tail and eventually spreads throughout
the whole range of concentrations.

from the fact that the integral∫ 0

EGS

ei[ fE (c0 )− fE (c)−Et]dE (16)

FIG. 3. Probability as a function of the concentration of B parti-
cles for various times. From top to bottom, t = 0.125 (red), 0.2, 0.4,
0.6, and 0.8 (black). Data for c0 = cm, � = 1, and N= 180. Curves
are displaced vertically for clarity.
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FIG. 4. Dependence of the steady-state probability of finding the
system in the state |N− j, j〉 after a quench from |N − j0, j0〉 for
N= 200, � = 1, and different values of c0 = j0/N ; see Eq. (14).
The abscissa is the concentration c = j/N . Arrows denote the narrow
features at c = c0.

vanishes for t → ∞. This is because dfE/dE < ∞ and, thus,
there is no energy in the interval of integration for which
∂[ fE (c0) − fE (c) − Et]/∂E |t=∞ = 0. Provided Cj in Eq. (11)
is a slowly varying function of j, it is apparent that the above
arguments apply as well to arbitrary initial states. More gen-
erally, the long-term behavior of a generic state,∑

E

BE |�E 〉e−iEt , (17)

vis-à-vis the concentration is determined by the correlation

F (E , E ′) =
∑

j

j�E
j �̃

E ′
j /N . (18)

Given that
∑

j �
E
j �̃

E ′
j = δE ,E ′ , in the limits N, t → ∞ this

expression vanishes for E �= E ′ and, thus, 〈c(t )〉 should reach
a constant value unless the two energies are closely spaced.
Since the energy separation between neighboring states near
E= 0 as well as the width of the states at the bottom and top
of the spectrum scale like 1/

√
N , oscillations with a period of

order 1/� can only occur at intermediate concentrations.
As shown in Fig. 1, the expression for the steady-state

concentration, Eq. (15), agrees extremely well with the time-
domain calculations. Moreover, the long-term probability
plots of Fig. 4, showing prominent peaks at c0, clearly il-
lustrate the dependence of the relaxed state on the initial
conditions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we described an exactly solvable quan-
tum toy model of the chemical reaction A + B � 2B, whose
dynamics differs significantly from that of classical rate equa-
tions. In the particular case where the initial state has no
molecules of type A, the system evolves semiclassically into a
state without molecules of type B, following a time behavior
similar to that of quantum decay. After a quantum quench,
the wave function exhibits irreversible behavior with steady
states that depend on the initial conditions, as expected for
integrable Hamiltonians. These results add to the relatively
small set of exact solutions to many-body problems that can
help elucidate important questions about the dynamics of two-
coupled modes in cavity QED and two-species Bose-Einstein
condensates, as well as on the quantum thermalization of
isolated systems.
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